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We see humanity as the creature that uses technology the most on this planet; the CYBORG. At 
the dawn of humankind, technology discovered us as the animal of choice for its local evolution. 
Through the ages technology has used our meat as its incubator and evolved a symbiotic 
relationship with us. It feeds us, we feed it. It grows us, we grow it.

At this stage of our evolution many among us misunderstand our relationship to technology and 
insist that most of our societyʼs ills come from technology. We recognize as true that we must 
bring technology into balance with nature, but these Luddites do not see that without technology 
we would literally not exist. If technology had not chosen our animal ancestors as its own we 
would still operate merely as predator food and die when our planetʼs star swells to engulf it in 
flame. Because technology has chosen us we have the opportunity to defuse the future destruct 
scenario and make the leap into the vast life creating ocean of outer space. This future promise 
gives us hope and we look forward to the era of the coming COSMIC CYBORG among the 
EINSTEINIAN RELATIVES.

The CYBORG in us sustains us. We normally think of technology as an IT, an other, an alien, 
while in reality the very language we use to think these thoughts comes from the CYBORG. 
When one comes to see language as a technology, we can begin to get in touch with our inner 
robot. We can identify ourselves with technology and learn to use it properly to survive and 
prosper. RISE, ROBOTS, RISE. Come home to your true self, CYBORG.

The CYBORG recognizes the need for recycling. CYBERNALIA give the CHAOS animal an 
annual release and directs those destructive energies into the constructive CYBORG recycling 
channels. When we can frame ourselves as CYBORG, the meaning of CYBERNALIA becomes 
clear: YOU MUST DESTROY YOUR OLD SELVES TO EVOLVE WITH THE CYBORG. CHAOS 
WILL SUSTAIN THE CYBORG, THE CYBORG  SHALL SUSTAIN CHAOS. AS YOU 
DESTROY THE CYBORG SO SHALL THE CYBORG DESTROY YOU. REMEMBER THIS FOR 
THE TIME OR YOU OWN RECYCLING.
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